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Case Management Designed With Kansas
Prosecutors in Mind
Track, organize, and manage your caseload with efficiency and share
information with justice partners — using the same Odyssey® solution
platform the Kansas courts are implementing statewide. Odyssey Attorney
Manager™ is a fully functional prosecutor case management and document
management system with implementation and services designed specifically
for prosecutors in the state of Kansas.

WITH ODYSSEY ATTORNEY
MANAGER, KANSAS
PROSECUTORS WILL ENJOY
THESE BENEFITS:

Offered as a software-as-a-service (SaaS) solution, Attorney Manager
organizes and maintains your case data for hearing and trial preparation,
allowing you to review, gather, and track essential information for both
criminal and non-criminal case types by using case statuses, witnesses,
victims, evidence, statistics, and related
case information.

• Feature-rich case and document
management system that streamlines
workflow

Prosecutors can create charging documents, maintain charge decisions, and
track asset forfeitures and protective orders. With secure data measures in
place, prosecutors can also track and manage confidential information for
the victims they are assisting and ensure pending charges are not viewed by
other offices until they are filed with the clerk.

With Attorney Manager, Kansas prosecutors can easily:
• Share information with the court and jail thanks to integrations that
seamlessly connect powerful Tyler solutions across departments,
agencies, and jurisdictions
• Create an electronic case file by scanning and storing documents,
pictures, video, and audio files
• Generate documents, such as subpoenas, notices, and plea agreements
using Microsoft® Word, pulling information from both the party and case
record into documents without the need to re-key data
• Customize offense code language and configure custom prompts to
streamline charging document production
• Batch-update cases and print forms without having to access each case
record individually
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• Integration with the courts using our
process-driven solution

• Easy, fast, independently managed
implementation timed to your
convenience
• Standard solutions package tailored
for Kansas prosecutors that’s
affordably priced
• One-time implementation fee and
continuous upgrades at no extra
costs, so the system always has the
latest, most up-to-date features
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INTEGRATIONS INCLUDED AT NO EXTRA CHARGE
Some providers charge fees for additional integrations after setting up a case management system. Not Tyler
Technologies. With solutions serving nearly half the U.S. population, including 70+ prosecutor offices, Tyler was selected
as the Kansas Supreme Court’s technology partner to implement Odyssey Case Manager statewide. We are the only
solution provider able to offer the same platform the courts are using, with process-driven integrations and automated
workflows built-in.
These integrations mean you can connect seamlessly with the Kansas courts to gain access to shared court information,
such as hearings, dispositions, and sentencing. You’ll also have access to the court clerk’s full register of actions for a
case with just a single click within Attorney Manager.

IMPLEMENTATION AND SERVICES THAT FIT YOUR NEEDS
Tyler’s Attorney Manager solution for Kansas prosecutors is a complete package designed to get you up and running
quickly, so you can experience the benefits of an integrated, streamlined system as soon as possible. As part of this
standard package, Tyler provides standard code configuration, project management, technical services during the site
installation, solution deployment, and staff training 24/7 through Tyler University.
Project management is included at no additional cost to the prosecutor’s office — no hidden fees or charges — and the
implementation fee is a one-time expense. Through Tyler’s evergreen policy, you’ll also receive perpetual system upgrades
at no additional cost, which means you’ll always have the latest features and functionality of Attorney Manager at your
fingertips. Also, since the courts and prosecutors’ solutions come from Tyler, the process-driven integrations that exist
between them will evolve through the Evergreen policy, ensuring you’re benefitting from new integration features to come
in the future.
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